How to Play
There are four ways to play this game.
Family Poker.
Poker Pro.
Crazy Pineapple Family Poker.
Crazy Pineapple Poker Pro.
I suggest you play the Family Poker a few times before you
play the Poker Pro and leave the Crazy Pineapple games till
last.
How many people can play?
2 to 6 players.
However you can have more than 6 players if you want.
Who Wins?
Time limit of 2 hours or the first player to get 40,000 Chips.
How to start
Pick one player to look after the BANK.
Each player gets a card sheet.
The Banker deals each player two cards, face down.
(3 cards if playing Crazy Pineapple)

These are known as the "Hole Cards." and are placed on
the card sheet.
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The Banker then deals a flop on the Board face up.
(Three Cards)
Each Player select a coloured marker, which they place on
the square marked START.
Each player rolls the dice to see who goes first.
The player rolling the highest number rolls again and moves
clockwise by the number of squares shown on the dice.
Double does not entitle you to another turn.
How to get chips.
By playing a Poker Game.
How to start a Poker Game.
A player landing on Start a Poker Game can choose to start a
poker game.
If that player chooses not to play, NO game will be played
and their turn ends.
If the player chooses to play a Poker Game,
that player turns two of their cards over.
(If playing Crazy Pineapple Poker, the player discards the remaining
card without showing it.)

The player on the left will then decide whether they want
to play or not.
This continues until every player has chosen to play or not.
Players who choose not to play will keep their cards for the
next Start a Poker Game.
The player who started the game deals a turn card and
river card.
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(Sometimes a turn and even a river card may have already
have been turned over by a player landing on ADD a TURN or
RIVER CARD)
How much do you win?
Every player checks what is the best hand they can get, see
Texas Hold'em Poker Hands.
If you are playing.
Family: Every player collects the amount of chips it
says on the chart.
Poker Pro: only the player with the best hand wins and
collects the amount of chips it says on the chart.
If more than one player has the same hand, they all
collect that amount of chips it says on the chart.
The player who started the game collects all the
played cards and the Discard Pile and reshuffles the
deck.
That player then deals each player who played the
game two new cards, face down.
(3 cards if playing Crazy Pineapple)

Then they deal a new flop on the Board face up (three
cards).
That is the end of that player’s turn.
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Skill Cards
Skill Cards can only be used at the beginning of your turn
before you throw the dice unless stated on the card or a USE
NOW Card.
Any Skill Cards picked up with SAVE cannot be used until the
beginning of your next turn.
You can use more than 1 Skill Card.
Poker Gods
Remove any Skill Card from another player.
You can choose which Skill Card to remove from
another player, but you cannot look at any unturned
Skill Cards.
Guard Card.
Are placed on top of one of your playing cards.
No one can swap this playing card or look at it.
Also, if someone calls this card out on the Table Talk
Square, that player does not say they have it or turn it
face up.
You cannot move this Skill Card to another card.
If you use or swap the playing card for another card
return to the Discard Pile.
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Poker Pro.
Also acts as a Guard Card. (see Guard Card)
If you already have a Poker Pro Card return to the
Discard Pile.
The Player gets an Extra Hole Card from the top of the
deck.
Put this skill card on that playing card.
This card now becomes your Pro Card and is kept until
used in a Poker Game.
You cannot swap this card with another of your hole
cards or change the Pro Card.
When playing a game, you can only choose 2 of your
cards.
You must say which 2 cards you are playing.
The card left over now becomes your Pro Card and
kept for the next Poker Game.
You keep this Skill Card until a player uses a Remove
Skill Card or you land on Lose a Skill Card square.
Family Pot.
Everyone must play their hands and everyone gets a
pay-out if they have a winning hand.
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Board Squares
Optional.
You can choose to do what it says or ignore it.
Reload.
You cannot change one card.
You must change both cards or ignore it
(2 cards if playing Crazy Pineapple)
Shark.
Only applies to the person who lands on it.
That player only, doubles their winning.
Check in the Dark
Look at the top card of the deck.
Edge
Look at the top card of the deck.
You can now choose to replace one of your hole cards
or put it back on the top of the deck.
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Texas Hold'em Poker Hands
Hands for Family and Poker Pro games.
Players can now use any combination of seven cards.
The five community cards and the two-hole cards, to form
the best possible five-card Poker hand.
A player may use both of their own two-hole cards, only one,
or none at all, to form a final five-card hand.
If the five community cards form the player's best hand, then
the player is said to be playing the board.
Look at the board for Poker Hands Ranking in Order.

Crazy pineapple games.
Remove the 5 Poker Pro Cards from the Skill Cards.
The Poker pro slot on the sheets now becomes a normal hole
card.
Hands for Crazy pineapple games.
Crazy Pineapple Poker is almost identical to Texas Hold’em.
Now, the changes begin.
In Crazy Pineapple Poker, instead of being dealt 2-hole cards
as in Texas Hold'em, each player gets 3-hole cards to begin.
Before dealing a turn card and river card.
All players in start a poker game chooses 1 card from their 3hole cards to discard.
So, everyone now only has the regular 2-hole cards just like
in Texas Hold'em again.
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Sample Poker Hand.
Board.
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